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Dear Clerks and Appeals Court,
This is in response to your letter dated 9/28/2015, (6:04pm via email). A 10 day response
would then be due on 10/8/2015. The following are the reasons for the late brief.
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Motions
Appeals Clerk should have rejected defective Clerk’s record
The reasons the brief is late have been described at length in the previously filed Motion:
“Unopposed First Motion for Extension of Time to file Appellant’s Brief, with Motion for Clerk’s
Record to be fixed”, (herein referred to as “Motion1”).
These are further delineated below in the “Authorities” section, and in the forthcoming
Motion for Contempt, which is currently being finished and will be filed next week:
“Motion for Contempt of Court Against Travis County District Clerk for Violation of Texas
Supreme Court Order per Minimum Electronic Document Standards”, (herein referred to as
“Motion2”)
It was a shock that an unopposed Motion for the benefit of all to be able to fix a bug to be
able to read the court documents, would need a Texas Supreme Court Order to be granted. But
indeed, the Texas Supreme Court Orders, minimum electronic document standards, be met for all
court documents, with the inclusion of DESCRIPTIVE BOOKMARKS in a multi-file pdf
document, REQUIRED EXPLICITLY, as we had logically requested in the original “Motion1”,
and to be requested via a Texas Supreme Court Order in “Motion2”.
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Authorities
1) Texas Supreme Court Orders (#13-9165 and #14-9079) on descriptive bookmark requirements
for navigating Multi-file pdf documents – minimum standards for electronic documents.
(NOTE: #13-9165 online at:
www.txcourts.gov/media/273991/order-13-9165.pdf
(search for “bookmark” to find all “bookmark” rules,
search for “descript” to find “pdf descriptive bookmarks” rule).
(NOTE: #14-9079 online at:
www.efiletexas.gov/documents/Technology_Standards_032114.pdf)
2) JCIT Duties per Texas Code Sec. 77.031 – minimum standards for electronic documents
(with JCIT Technology Standards v1.3)
3) Texas Rules of Civil Procedure (TRCP) 21 (f)(8)
TRCP Rule 21(f) (8) Format
An electronically filed document must:
(A) be in text‐searchable portable document format (PDF);
(B) be directly converted to PDF rather than scanned, if possible; (i.e. No TIFF conversion,
scan=TIFF)
(C) not be locked; and
(D) otherwise comply with the Technology Standards set by the Judicial Committee on Information
Technology and approved by the Supreme Court.

4) Texas Code 21.002, Motion for Contempt
5) TRAP 38.6. Time to File Briefs – 30 days AFTER Clerk’s Record received which meets
minimum standards for electronic court documents.
6) TRAP rule 34.4 (d) Defects or Inaccuracies in Clerk’s Record

Health issues
Last but not least, is Appellant’s precarious health condition and it’s needs. On
9/14/2015, Appellant’s home central AC went out completely, exacerbating the health problems
and requiring immediate replacement, which takes research, time, financial ingenuity ($5100
bill) and energy, of which with the Appellant’s Bradycardia diagnosis, is limited.
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As described in the attached letter from the Appellant’s doctor, Appellant needs typing
and electronic document assistance, and his wife has dropped everything this week to assist her
husband in the filing of these documents with the court. Appellant’s wife has had to double down
on her own Sumatriptan subscription for migraines in order to accomplish this as well.
It is amazing that it has taken the time of elderly man with a below-par heart-rate and his
migraine-inflicted wife, to have to tell the court and the clerk about what should be common
sense about the readability of documents, and the Texas Supreme Court Order that demands it. It
has been a great health, financial and personal strain to do so, but an appeal is moot without a
usable Clerk’s Record.
The list of Appellant’s continuing medical appointments on following dates, has been a
time-consuming priority: (7/24/2015-bloodtests,9/8/2015-medication prescribed,10/1/2015medication adjustment/renewal, 10/9/2015-hand clinic apt)
The State Bar of Texas Pro Bono Committee does not have the resources to help with
anything (see attached letter-Exhibit E). Appellant, as described by his doctor’s letter to the
Court, is an elderly man is doing as much as he can as quickly as he can, with his wife’s
typing/computer help, to expose the lies and perjury of the opposing party in obtaining a
Summary Judgment. Appellant should not be denied justice due to Appellees Motion
shenanigans.
It prejudices the Appellant to have to attempt to expose perjury with unusable documents
which do not meet the minimum standards for electronic documents set forth by the Texas
Supreme Court.
The lies cannot be exposed if the documents cannot be read and navigated, which is why
the Texas Supreme Court set minimum standards of readability with descriptive bookmarks
explicitly required to assist in finding the documents in a multi-file pdf.

Companion Case time requirements
On 8/28/2015, Appellant also had to file a Motion to Retain the companion case which
retains the earlier filed Statute of Limitations of 9/9/2008, a date which Defendant agreed in his
Summary Judgment would preclude any Statute of Limitations arguments. A DWOP, (Dismissal
for Want of Prosecution), is neglecting the fact that the cases are one and the same, and working
on one, delays the other, but is work on the same case. We originally asked our attorney to join
Defendant Davila to Defendant Sylvia Hamilton’s case, and he instead bizarrely started a second
lawsuit, this one, instead, leading to these contradicting DWOP situations, where work on one is
considered neglect of the other case. We will join these cases after this appeal is finished, to cure
these problems.
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Basis of Brief
The perjury in the Defendant Davila’s Motion for Summary Judgment is selfcontradicting evidence presented by the Defendant himself. The time we have had to work on the
brief, i.e. not spent on trying to get the Clerk’s Record fixed, shows the following case quote
from Federal Court. Further research while completing the brief, with the fixed Clerk’s Record
page number references, will show the perjury page numbers and the Texas legal precedents
against perjury. The Defendant’s perjury is self-evidenced in his Motion, nothing needs to be
added.
As of yet, we have only found the Federal precedent for the basis of our case, as we have
had to spend the time on trying to get a usable Clerk’s Record (descriptive bookmarks missing,
to assist in finding documents, cannot navigate, and TIFFs used, in violation of Texas Supreme
Court Order/minimum standards for electronic documents). But Texas no doubt has an
analogous precedent as the concept of Victory through Shenanigans is repugnant to the Justice
System and makes a mockery of it. The following quotes can be found at the following link,
discussing the Federal Court “No Contradictions” requirements, which surely are mirrored in
Texas Court precedents, and we shall find them for the brief.
http://www.quarles.com/publications/seventh-circuit-contradictory-evidence-cannot-be%E2%80%9Cadmitted%E2%80%9D-as-a-%E2%80%9Cgotcha%E2%80%9D-on-summary-judgment/

Seventh Circuit: Contradictory Evidence Cannot Be “Admitted” as a “Gotcha” on Summary Judgment
“Recently, the Court of Appeals for the Seventh Circuit in Perez v. Thorntons, Inc., 731 F.3d 699 (7th Cir.
2013), appears to have added an exception: By failing to respond, parties do not necessarily “admit”
facts that are contradicted by other evidence in the record.
The problem, as the court described it, was that the employer’s Rule 56.1 statement contained other
facts that essentially contradicted the fact that it sought to have deemed admitted. Id. at 706. Thus,
the court continued, if the moving party has “undermined” its own Rule 56.1 statement with
contradictory evidence, the non-movant’s failure to comply with 56.1 is not decisive. To do otherwise,
the court noted, would be to “reward” parties who “successfully obfuscate the record and engage in
‘gotcha’ litigation tactics.” Id. Accordingly, the majority remanded the case,…”

Summary
A disabled man should not have to use disabled electronic documents, by Order of the
Texas Supreme Court. The Clerk’s Record is currently in violation of Texas Supreme Court
Orders for minimum standards for electronic documents. Appellant has been injured by the
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Travis County Clerk's failure to timely file a Clerk's Record Compliant with the Texas Supreme
Court Order on minimum electronic document standards.
It is requested that the Appeals Clerk reject the defective Travis County Clerk's Record
per the above cited authorities, and demand compliance with the Texas Supreme Court Orders
cited above. It is material, as being able to read and navigate documents without extreme mental
frustration and wasted time, with the limited energy restrictions of the Appellant's health, to
begin with, is prejudicial and material to an appeal, as is being compliant with a Texas Supreme
Court Order.
As a last resort. Appellant will file his "Motion for Contempt of Court Against Travis
County District Clerkfor Violation of Texas Supreme Court Order per Minimum Electronic
Document Standards", (herein referred to as 'Motion!"), next week.
Per TRAP 38.6. Time to File Briefs - Brief is due 30 days AFTER Clerk's Record
received which meets minimum standards for electronic court documents. We anxiously await
it's arrival.
Sincerely,
Alan L. Hamilton, Appellant, Pro Se

cc:

Appellee's Attorney:
Hon. Karen L. Landinger
Cokinos, Bosien and Young
10999 Wlh 10 SteSOO
San Antonio, TX 78230-1349

cc:

Velva L. Price
Travis County District Clerk
1000 Guadalupe Street
Austin, Texas 78701

VIA ELECTRONIC FILING
(www, greenfiling. com)

VIA ELECTRONIC FILING
(www, greenfiling. com)
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Exhibit A

Victory Mei
7/24/2015

R E : HAMILTON, A L A N DOB: 7/7/1946

To Whom It May Concern:
Alan Hamilton is under my care and has medical issues I am currently trying to stabilize. These conditions
including undiagnosed chest pain, bradycardia, carpal tuimel syndrome, and worsening fatigue for unknown
reasons.
Do to his age and these medical conditions it would be difficult to keep to tight deadlines and he may need extra
time to perform tasks due to his medical conditions which limit his energy levels and ability to perform
activities (ie: hard to type/write with carpal tunnel syndrome).
As a medical professional, I request the court take these medical conditions when assigning dead-lines and tasks
for my patient.

Any consideration shown to this patient is appreciated. Please feel free to contact me i f you have any questions.

4303 Victory Drive
Austin, TX 78704

Phone: (512)462-3627
FAX: (512)462-2898
www.victorymed.com

3003 Bee Caves Road
Austin, TX 78746

ID:

Name:

DOB:

7 / 7 / 1 9 4 6 (69 yr)

Gender:

Male

Comments:

Hamilton, Alan

7/24/2015
P/PR:
QRS:
QT/QTc:

P / Q R S / T Axis:
Heart Rate:

I

mm/s

10 m m / m V

F r e q u e n c y R e s p o n s e [ 0 . 5 - 3 5 ] H z 60;iHt>.;l i n ' 'PA

sinus rhythm (slow)

9:15:00 P M
114/144 m s

Normal ECG

96 m s

Unconfirmed Report

428/413 m s
76/70/40 deg
56BPM

P/N 94018P

10-DI214

Version 2.5.0

7/24/2015
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incL-dini; consi'ltations. diagncstics, treatment, surs^ and hand therapy. VVc are a privat'
physician practice consisting of a fellowship trained hand surgeon, a nurse practitioner anc
two occupational hand therapists. Austin Hand Group specializes in the treatment of hand
and wrist pain, trauma, chronic hand conditions and minimally invasive procedures.
Minimally invasive procedures include Endoscopic Carpal Tunnel Release and Endos:o3iC
Cubital Tunnel Release in addition to Tiinimally invasive office procedures sich :<.•
percutaneous trigger finger release. Our practice provides in-house digital imag ng, digital
communications with major local imaging facilities, electronic medical records and billing,
as well as online and verbal communication vikh all major insuiance carriers for benefits
and eligibility services. Our highly, well tiained, friendly support staff can assist you with
benefits, eligibility, and financial estimates of visits, procedures and surgeries. Utihzins; .
combined experience in the treatment of hands and wrists, Austin Hand Group airs to
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Carpal Tunnel Syndrome
What is carpal tunnel
syndrome?

Carpal tunnel syndrome is a
common, painful disorder of
the wrist and hand.
How does It occur?

Carpal tunnel syndrome is
caused by pressure on the
median nerve in your wrist.
People who use their hands
and wrists repeatedly in the
same way (for example, illustrators, carpenters, and assembly-line workers) tend to develop carpal tunnel sjmdrome.
Pressure on the nerve may
also be caused by a fracture or
other injury, which may cause
inflammation and swelling. In
addition, pressure may be
caused by inflammation and
swelling associated with
arthritis, diabetes, and
hypothyroidism. Carpal tunnel sjmdrome can also occur
during pregnancy.

hands. He or she may also do
the following tests:
• The doctor may tap the
inside middle of your wrist
over tlie median nerve. You
may feel pain or a sensation
like an electric shock.
• You may be asked to bend
^ your wrist down for one
How is it diagnosed?
minute to see if this causes
Your doctor will review your
symptoms.
symptoms, examine you, and • The doctor may arrange to
discuss the ways you use your test the response of your
• increased pain at night
• weak grip and tendency to
drop objects held in the hand
• sensitivity to cold
• muscle deterioration
especially in the thumb (in
later stages).

Carpal Tunnel Syndrome

What are the symptoms?

The symptoms include:
• pain, numbness, or tingling
in your hand and wrist,
especially in the thumb and
index and middle fingers;
pain may radiate up into the
forearm
• increased pain with
increased use of your hand,
such as when you are
driving or reading the
newspaper

Carpal Tunnel Syndrome - Page 1 of 3
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Carpal Tunnel Syndrome
nonsurgical treatment. Surgery
may be necessary to relieve
the symptoms if they do not
respond
to treatment or they
How is it treated?
get worse. Surgery usually
If you have a disease that is
relieves the symptoms, especausing carpal turmel syncially if there is no permanent
drome (such as rheumatoid
damage
to the nerve.
arthritis), treatment of the disSymptoms of carpal tunnel
ease may relieve your sympsyndrome
that occur during
toms. Other treatment focuses
pregnancy usually disappear
on relieving irritation and
pressure on the nerve in your following delivery.
wrist. To relieve pressure your
How can I talce care
doctor may suggest:
• restricting use of your hand of myself?
or changing the way you use Follow your doctor's recommendations. Also try the folit
lowing:
• wearing a wrist splint
• Elevate your arm with
during sleep and physical
pillows when you lie down.
activity involving the wrist
• Avoid activities that overuse
• exercises.
your hand.
i?
Your doctor may prescribe a
• Find a different way to use
cortisonelike medicine or a
hand by using another
nonsteroidal anti-inflammatory your
tool or try to use the other
medicine, such as ibuprofen.
hand.
Your doctor may recommend
an injection of a cortisonelike • Avoid bending your wrists
medicine into the carpal tunnel down for long periods.
area. In some cases surgery
may be necessary.
When can I return to my
nerves and musdes to
electrical stimulation.

sport will be determined by
how soon your wrist recovers,
not by how many days or
weeks it has been since your
injury occurred. In general, the
longer you have symptoms
before you start treatment, the
longer it will take to get better.
You may return to your
sport or activity when you are
able to painlessly grip objects
like a tennis racquet, bat, golf
club, or bicycle handlebars. In
sports such as gymnastics, it is
important that you can bear
weight on your wrist without
pain. You must have full range
of motion and strength of your
wrist.
i
What can I do to help
prevent carpal tunnel
syndrome?

If you do very repetitive work
with your hands, make sure
that your hands and wrists are
comfortable when you are
using them. Take regular
breaks from the repetitive
motion. Avoid resting yom
wrists on haird or ridged sursport or activity?
faces for prolonged periods.
How long win
If you have a disease that is
The goal of rehabilitation is to
the effects last?
associated with carpal tunnel
return you to your sport or
How long the symptoms of
syndrome, effective treatment
activity as soon as is safely
carpal tunnel syndrome last
of the disease might help prepossible. If you return too
depends on the cause and
vent
this condition.
soon you may worsen your
your response to treatment.
In some cases the cause is
injury, which could lead to
Sometimes the symptoms dis- permanent damage. Everyone not known and carpal tvinnel
appear without any treatment, recovers from injury at a dif- syndrome cannot be prevented.
or they may be relieved by
ferent rate. Return to your
© HBO & Company
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Carpal Tunnel Rehabilitation Exercises
You may do all of these exercises right away.
1. Active range of motion
A. Flexion: Gendy bend your wrist forward. Hold for 5 seconds. Repeat 10 times. Do
B. Extension: Gently bend your wrist backA.
B.
ward. Hold this position 5 seconds.
Repeat 10 times. Do 3 sets.
C. Side to side: Gently move your wrist
from side to side (a handshake
motion). Hold for 5 seconds at each
Active range of motion
end. Repeat 10 times. Do 3 sets.
2. Stretching
A. Place both palms on a desk or table. Gently
lean your body forward over your wrists
and hold for 15-30 seconds. Repeat 3 times.
B. With your uninjured hand, help to bend the
injured wrist down by pressing the back of
your hand and holding it down for 15 to 30
seconds. Next, stretch the hand back by
Stretcliing
pressing the fingers in a backward direction
and holding it for 15 to 30 seconds. Do this twice. . ""
'
3. Tendon glides: Start with the fingers
of your injured hand held out
straight. Gently bend the middle
joint of your fingers down toward
your upper palm. Hold for 5 seconds. Repeat 10 times. Do 3 sets.
Tendon glides
4. Wrist flexion: Hold a can or hammer
handle with your pahn up. Bend your wrist
Wrist flexion
upward. Hold this position for 5 seconds.
Repeat 10 times. Do 3 sets. Gradually increase
the weight of the object you are holding.
5. Wrist extension: Fielding a can or similar object
with the palm down, bend the wrist up. Hold this
position for 5 seconds. Repeat 10 times. Do 3 sets. Grip strengthening
J 6. Grip strengthening: Squeeze a rubber ball and
hold for 5 seconds. Repeat 10 times.
Vtfrlst extension
© HBO & Company
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Bradycardia | Slow Heart Rate
LOCAL INFO

LANGUAGES

CAREERS

VOLUNTEER

DONATE

Search

GETTING HEALTHY CONDITIONS HEALTHCARE / RESEARCH

Arrhythmia

Cholesterol

Congenital
Defects Children
& Adults

CAREGIVER

Diabetes

EDUCATOR

Heart Attack

CPR & ECC

Heart Failure

Bradycardia | Slow Heart Rate
Share

1

Like

97

9

SHOP CAUSES ADVOCATE GIVING NEWS
High Blood
Pressure

Stroke

More

Arrhythmia
280

Updated:Apr 29,2015

Bradycardia = too slow

• Home
• About Arrhythmia
Introduction

A heart rate of less than 60 beats per minute (BPM) in adults is
called bradycardia. What's too slow for you may depend on
your age and physical condition.

Atrial Fibrillation
Bradycardia

Physically active adults often have a resting heart rate
slower than 60 BPM but it doesn't cause problems.
Your heart rate may fall below 60 BPM during deep
sleep.
Elderly people are more prone to problems with a slow
heart rate.

Conduction Disorders
Premature Contractions
Tachycardia
Ventricular Fibrillation
Other Rhythm Disorders

View an animation of bradycardia.
Causes of bradycardia
Problems with the sinoatrial (SA) node, sometimes
called the heart's natural pacemaker
Problems in the conduction pathways of the heart (electrical impulses are not conducted from the atria to
the ventricles)
Metabolic problems such as hypothyroidism
Damage to the heart from heart attack or heart disease
Symptoms of bradycardia
A heart rhythm that's too slow can cause insufficient blood flow to the brain with symptoms such as:
Fatigue
Dizziness
Lightheadedness
Fainting or nearfainting spells
In extreme cases, cardiac arrest may occur.
Complications of bradycardia
Severe, prolonged untreated bradycardia can cause:
Heart failure
Syncope (loss of consciousness; fainting)
Angina pectoris (chest pain)
High blood pressure
Treatment of the underlying medical cause
Not usually needed except with prolonged or repeated symptoms
Can usually be corrected with an artificial pacemaker to speed up the heart rhythm as needed
Medication may be adjusted.

Types of Arrhythmia in Children
• Why Arrhythmia Matters
• Understand Your Risk for Arrhythmia
• Symptoms, Diagnosis & Monitoring of Arrhythmia
• Prevention & Treatment of Arrhythmia
• Arrhythmia Tools & Resources

Subscribe to Heart Insight magazine and
monthly enewsletter

Our digital magazine delivers helpful articles and
the latest news on keeping your heart healthy. Sign
up today!
Email:*
State:

Please Select

Zip Code:
By clicking submit below you agree to the Terms
and Conditions

Submit

Popular Articles

This content was last reviewed on 10/23/2014.

1

Understanding Blood Pressure Readings

2

Target Heart Rates

3

All About Heart Rate (Pulse)

4

What are the Symptoms of High Blood
Pressure?

5

Low Blood Pressure

6

Heart Attack Symptoms in Women

7

What Your Cholesterol Levels Mean

8

Warning Signs of a Heart Attack

http://www.heart.org/HEARTORG/Conditions/Arrhythmia/AboutArrhythmia/BradycardiaSlowHeartRate_UCM_302016_Article.jsp
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Bradycardia | Slow Heart Rate

About Us
Our mission is to build healthier lives, free of
cardiovascular diseases and stroke. That single
purpose drives all we do. The need for our work is
beyond question. More

Our Causes
Go Red For Women
Go Red Por Tu Corazón
My Heart My Life
Power To End Stroke
The Warning Signs
Online Communities
Heart and Stroke Encyclopedia
Volunteer

9

Tachycardia | Fast Heart Rate

10

Good vs. Bad Cholesterol

Our Sites
American Heart Association
American Stroke Association
My Life Check
Heart360
Everyday Choices
My.AmericanHeart for
Professionals
Scientific Sessions
Stroke Conference
You're The Cure
Global Programs
SHOP
CEO Nancy Brown
eBooks

Contact Us
Address
7272 Greenville Ave.
Dallas, TX 75231
Customer Service
1800AHAUSA1
18002428721
1888474VIVE
Local Info
RSS

Getting Healthy | Conditions | Healthcare / Research | Caregiver | Educator | CPR & ECC | Shop | Causes | Advocate | Giving | News | Volunteer | Donate
Privacy Policy | Copyright | Ethics Policy | Conflict of Interest Policy | Linking Policy | Diversity | Careers
©2015 American Heart Association, Inc. All rights reserved. Unauthorized use prohibited.
The American Heart Association is a qualified 501(c)(3) taxexempt organization.

*Red Dress ™ DHHS, Go Red ™ AHA ; National Wear Red Day® is a registered trademark.

This site complies with the HONcode standard for trustworthy health information:
verify here.

http://www.heart.org/HEARTORG/Conditions/Arrhythmia/AboutArrhythmia/BradycardiaSlowHeartRate_UCM_302016_Article.jsp
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INSTALLATION

G O BACK

SERVICE ORDER
INVOICE

MGMT

SALES

10421 Old Manchaca Rd
VISA AND MASTERCARD
ACCEPTED

Suite #310
Heating & Air Conditioning

Austin, TX 78748

(512)448-3484

TACLB27275E

Fax: (512)462-0068
Email:

Pet rB^m^^Z^

www.delsacservice.com

delsacservice@yahoo.com

rTHIS
•

BILLTO

M<l^^MlU.m§^^^

WORK

IS

C.O.D.

i^/'l^'^ytsr>^J^%

TO BE

•

•CHARGE

NO CHARGE

Mm<E

omkL Out

MODEL

ycCEL

SERIAL NUMBER

SERIAL NUMBER

NAME
UAI t

.

CALL BEFORE

WORK Tfl

•
•

A.M.
P.M.

AUTHORIZED BY

TECHNIP^AN
PPRFOSMED

M/iJ^

©

SYSTEM

REFRIG.

QTY

•
•
•

RECOVERED?

YES

®
®

Ah^s^t.

Myy^rS^.... pvissi/viL du4iJ^

ENVIRONMENT CHECK LIST
TYPE

•
•
•

NO

YES

NO

YES

NO

START UP CHECKLIST

DESCRIPTION OF WORK PERFORMED

PROlfllSEb'

Outdoor
^Temperature
Indoor
Temperature
Temperature
Drop or Rise
Suction
Pressure
H.S.
Pressure
Super
Heat
Measured
Volts
Measured
Amps
Phase
Name Plate
Fla.

RETURN TO THIS SYSTEM

Filters OK

©
Unit Level
NON USEABLE
YES

NO

Drains OK

©
QTY

MATERIALS AND SERVICE

UNIT PRICE

AMOUNT

RECOMMENDATIONS
TOTAL M A T E R I A L S
HRS

MATERIALS & LABOR MAY BE
CONTINUED ON OTHER SIDE

'"/^

RATE

LABOR

HP
AMOUNT

TOTAL LABOR

ariose

ork outlined above which has been satisfactorily completed. 1 agree that Seller
1 have authority to order the w
retains title to equipment/ma* rials furej^ed until final paymenti§,wfam|. [f payment is not made as agreed,
Seller can remove said e ^ i p lenW^fferiala at Seller's exopffSe^ Any damage resulting from said removal shall
not be the respoiisMilit/of Se

LIMITED WARRANTY: All materials, parts and
equipment are warranted by the manufacturers'
or suppliers written warranty only. All labor
performed by the above named company is
warranted for 30 days or as otherwise indicated
in writing. The above named company makes
no other warranties, express or implied, and
its agents or technicians are not authorized to
make any such warranties on behalf of above
named company.
•

REGULAR

•

SERVICE CONTRACT

•

WARRANTY

Micro Switcii
Installed
Leak
Checked
Grills
Open
Dampers
Open
Type
Gas
Gas
Pressure
Safety
Limit OK
Flue Inst.
OK
Combustion
Air OK

TOTAL
MATERIALS
TOTAL
LABOR

TRAVEL
CHARGE
TAX

TOTAL
tomer Signature

All air conditioning contractors are licensed by the state of Texas.

Texas Department of Licensing and Regulation • P.O. Box 12157 - Austin, Texas 78711 • 1-800-803-9202 • www.tdlr.texas.gov

Exhibit E

STATE BAR OF TEXAS
A P P E L L A T E SECTION
Pro Bono Committee

August 13,2015

Mr. Alan L. Hamilton
9902 Childress Dr.
Austin, Texas 78753-4332
Re:

Cause No. 03-15-00357-CV; Alan L . Hamilton v. Daniel Davila III; In the
Court of Appeals for the Third Judicial District of Texas at Austin

Dear Mr. Hamilton:
We have received the docketing statement from the Third Court of Appeals
in which you request pro bono appellate representation. We regret that our lack of
resources prevent us from assisting you in this matter. We wish you the best of
luck.
Very best regards,

T H E PRO BONO COMMITTEE

